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w ........ width
d  ........ depth
h  ........ height
sh ...... seat height
ah ...... arm height
wt ...... weight (kg)

*Size description by 5 mm
*Please note that there may be some measurement errors in size of chairs and sofas by the thickness of upholstery.

Size description for chairs
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Size description for tables

 *1  Please see p. 240 to 241
 *2  Please see p. 242 to 245 
*3  Please see p. 246 to 247

① Wood *1

② Fabric*2 / Leather grade*3

③ Price by grade
④ Price of a covering seat

Price description for chairs

QR code

● 20 25 30 35  40  45   The figures in the boxes represent sales periods more than 20 years.

● The seat fabric and leather price is classified in seven grades.

● Delivery and installation are separately charged.

 * Please contact for more details.

Description for the Item List

① 

② 

③ 

④ 

Japanese Ash

Japanese Oak

Walnut

Only covering 
seat

F1 F2 F3 F4 / CL1 F5 / L2 L3 L4

Wood and wood coating available to each modelWood coating

Check the applicability of fabric and leather to each model.Fabric and leather

Items that can be lowered by cutting legsMake-it-lower

Items with a covering seatCovering seat

Items with leather stitching when upholstered with leatherLeather stitching

The name of a designerDesigner

The QR code at the top right of each page enables you to access our web page where you can see more images 
of our products.

w ...... width
d  ...... depth
h  ...... height
t   ...... thickness

h1 ....... height from the floor to the   
bottom of the top board

h2 ....... height from the floor to the 
cross pieces of the top board

wbl ...... width between legs
dia ...... diameter



Designed by a Danish designer, Michael C. Poulsen, BCTD was named after the concept of �Be Seated.� The barstool made of 
Japanese ash combines unique Danish design with wood processing techniques based on the Japanese craftsmanship. The saddle-
like seat allows for comfort in any seating position.

Japanese Ash NF　RK-BL/L2　Footstep: S-GY
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450 435

BCTD

Designer

Michael Poulsen
Denmark

High Stool w: 450  d: 435  
h: 805  sh: 790  
wt: 4.5

Japanese Ash

F1 F2 F3 F4 / CL1 F5 / L2 L3 L4

Make-it-lower

High Stool: up to 150 mm in 10 mm 
increments

Japanese Ash NF/ WNF/MBR /DBR /GY/DGY/BL

Wood coating

Footstep Colors

M-GY S-GY S-BL
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